SHPC 2018 Holiday Raffle Tins
Balkan Sobranie (blended by Germain): this is a combination of wonderful Virginias, excellent Orientals
and enough Latakia for a robust and flavorful mixture. The balance of tobaccos gives the smoker a sweet
and smoky experience.
Bengal Slices: A unique latakia-based crumble cake made with yellow and black Virginias, some of the
most delectable Orientals available and a touch of unflavored black cavendish. This is a recreation of
the original Bengal Slices.
Benjamin Hartwell Evening Stroll: I could find very little regarding the flavoring of this Virginia-based
aromatic, but the consensus seems to be vanilla and some sort of liquor (rum perhaps?). What I can say
is that Neil likes it and it smells great. Discontinued.
Cornell & Deihl Adagio: A slow burning smoke of cubed Burley, latakia, VA flake, Perique and Turkish.
Tin is date stamped December 21, 2005.
Cornell & Diehl Black Frigate: Latakia and Turkish are added to the Navy cavendish which forms the
base for Blockade Runner (Virginias soaked and aged in rum) to produce a true Royal Navy blend.
Pressed and cut into an old fashioned crumble cake, this blend is not for the faint of heart.
Cornell & Deihl Bridge Mixture: A smooth blend of Virginias, latakia, perique, and red Virginia
Cavendish. Tin is date stamped 030304.
Cornell & Deihl Burley Flake #3: This is a blend of cool burning burley and rich, dark fired Kentucky
which team up with a bit of fine Virginia for the natural sweetness and welcome fragrance. Lastly, C&D
added a dash of perique for additional nuance. Tin is date stamped 092117.
Daughters & Ryan English Hoopla: An English/aromatic crossover blend where the aromatic elements,
anisette and vanilla, play a small role. The main show is the blend itself, a heavy mixture of Latakia,
Oriental, and Virginia that is smoky, woody, and grassy — in that order.
Daughter & Ryan's London Dock: A blend of double-toasted Burley, Virginia, Oriental, and Perique,
topped with rum and coumarin, making for toasty, earthy, slightly sweet smoke with just a hint of spice
and fig. It is an updated reissue of an American-type blend available in the 1960s, Tin is dated May 05
2017.
Dunhill My Mixure 965: A blend for the connoisseurs of full bodied tobacco. Choicest small latakia
imparts a rich nutty flavor and coolness. Macedonia bright is added for sweetness. Brown cavendish
completes this blend beloved by English mixture aficionados. This is a recent production tin. We will be
raffling an aged tin at an upcoming meeting. Discontinued.
Dunhill Dark Flake: A heralded vintage blend of choice Virginias and a little perique for spice. Bolder in
strength and flavor than Dunhill Flake. Discontinued
Dunhill Early Morning Pipe: Sweet Oriental carefully blended with bright and red Virginias, along with a
small amount of latakia, pressed and lightly stoved. Discontinued.
Erik Nording Hunter Blend – Labrador (blended by McClelland): A classic aromatic blend of smooth,
fragrant black cavendish, mellow burley and sweet Virginia, enhanced with a light caramel-hazelnut
note. Discontinued. Tin is date stamped 4 2017.

Erik Stokkebye 4th Generation 1931: This flake is primarily U.S. burley, U.S. mature Virginias and a little
bit of black cavendish. It’s an all-natural blend that offers a dry, natural smoke without additives in
terms of flavoring.
Escudo Navy De Luxe: A combination of full bodied Virginia from North Carolina and Virginia blended
with Perique from Louisiana. The blend is pressed and matured before it is spun and cut into coins.
Esoterica Dunbar (blended by Germain): A mature recipe of seven types of Virginia tobaccos blended
with Louisiana perique, lightly pressed for several days to mellow the mixture, then cut into flakes and
rubbed up.
Fribourg & Treyer: Waterloo No. 2 Mixture: A mild English blend of Virginias and latakia.
Germain Royal Jersey Original Latakia Blend: Selected Virginia and Maryland tobaccos are carefully
blended with a selection of Oriental leaf from Greece and Turkey, and top grade Latakia. They are
specially processed to produce a mellow smoke with rich flavor.
G.L. Pease Gaslight: A rich Latakia mixture, structured with layers of mature Red Virginias and spiced
with orientals. It's pressed and aged in cakes, then cut into one ounce bars of about 1" x 1" x 2". Tin is
date stamped 3/23/17.

G.L Pease Quiet Nights: Ripe red Virginias, fine Orientals, smokey Cyprus latakia, and a pinch of acadian
perique are pressed and matured in cakes before being sliced. Tin is date stamped 1 4 17.
Hearth & Home Black House: This blend is based on Balkan Sobranie 759 and contains a good amount
of Latakia, bright, fragrant Orientals, sweet Virginias and a touch of dark-fired Kentucky. To help
simulate the effects of long-term aging, Russ included a bit of Perique and unflavored black Cavendish.
Lane Limited Leo: Winner of the People's Choice Award at the 2012 John Cotton #1 and #2 Medium
Throwdown. An initial burst of latakia gives way to the sweetness of Virginias. Cyprian Oriental adds a
subtle hint of spice. Discontinued. Tin is hand dated 1/2012.
Mac Baren HH Burley Flake: A burley dominated flake containing tobaccos from 3 continents. Besides
burley, this flake also contains ripe Virginia tobaccos and a small portion of dark fired Kentucky. Tin is
date stamped May 2018.
Mac Baren HH Vintage Syrian: The base of the blend, a little under half of the volume, is a smooth and
yet powerful latakia from Syria. This tobacco gives the blend the overall smoky taste, a powerful taste
and yet without any tongue bite. To add a spicy note to the blend, Turkish Oriental has been added. A
mix of different Virginia tobaccos from 3 continents adds a sweet natural taste. To complete the taste
with depth and body, Mac Baren added a little dark fired Kentucky from the US. Discontinued. Tin is
date stamped Oct 2017.
McClelland Arcadia (221b Series): This is a re-creation of the legendary Carreras Craven's Mixture, and
is a balanced blend of Virginias and Orientals. Discontinued. Tin is date stamped 202017.
McClelland Balkan Blue: Rich with the finest Mountain Latakia, a classic full Balkan pipe tobacco
mixture, smooth and deeply fragrant. The inspiration for this elegant mixture was a 21-year-old tin of
the legendary #759. Discontinued. Tin is date stamped 752017.

McClelland CORPS Cyprian Star: Fragrant, cool, slightly sweet Cyprian latakia, softens this blend of ripe
red, mottled orange and bright lemon Virginias. Then, naturally aromatic, mellow mountain Basma adds
exotic fragrance. Discontinued. Tin is date stamped 130 17
McClelland Dominican Glory: This blend of premium aged Dominican cigar leaf is seasoned with
matured Virginia for balance and refinement and is presented in a wide ribbon form for cool smoking
pleasure. Tin date stamp is illegible (might be 041199), but label is hand dated 7/03.
Peterson University Flake: The blend begins with specially selected Virginias and rich Burleys which are
pressed along with a dark fruit essence. The bricks are allowed to mature under pressure to bring out a
smooth round flavor, and then sliced before tinning. While slightly aromatic, it is a robust tobacco.
Prince Albert: An all-time favorite blend of mahogany-colored burley, it delivers subtle notes of cocoa
and molasses, and is a great blend to enjoy anytime. Is it really going to be discontinued? Who knows,
but we have it here. TWO 1.5 ounce packs.
Robert Lewis Wingfield Mixture: In this mixture, fine matured Virginias have been carefully blended.
This is a very cool smoke with outstanding taste. It is a straight Virginia, and this tin is approximately 20
years old.
Samuel Gawith English Summer Flake: This is a natural straight Virginia, goes through a long aging
process. This gives English Summer Flake a great, cool slow burning and delicate flavor. Discontinued.
Seattle Pipe Club Plum Pudding: This is a pressed cake of six rare ingredients: Latakia joins with Turkish
Orientals, Virginias, cavendish and perique.
Seattle Pipe Club Yakima Valley: Cyprian latakia is melded with sweet Virginia, nutty burley (for body),
and satiny black cavendish for a touch of sweetness. This is one of the Seattle Pipe Club’s newer blends.
Smokers’ Haven Select Mixture (blended by Germain): An English mixture for those who do not want
large amounts of latakia and Turkish. Virginia-based with just enough top quality latakia and Turkish to
let you know it's there. Tin is hand-dated 6-1-15.
Stanwell Classic: An aromatic mixture blended from mature Virginia, mellow black cavendish, and
gently pressed and fermented cut plug made from Virginia and burley. The mixture is perfected with a
touch of sweet plum aroma.
Sutliff Archduke Ferdinand: If you want vanilla, here you go - an aromatic mixture derived from the
just-right combination of seven different sub-blends. Discontinued.
Sutliff Barbados Plantation: If you like rum aromatics, you can’t do much better. Rich Barbados rum
applied to a base of burley, Virginia, and black cavendish.
Tsuge Ryujin: The Dragon God: This is a medium-to-full-bodied blend of especially sweet Virginias
married with the deep smokiness of latakia and the spiciness of Acadian Black (a rare fire cured,
fermented tobacco made in the same way as perique). Robust in body and taste. Discontinued.
W.O. Larsen: Kentucky Gold: Toasted burley and Virginia cavendish, blended with loose and square cut
golden Virginia, Gold is finished with full flavor Kentucky dark fire cured tobacco in loose cut. A medium
strength blend for the experienced pipe smoker who appreciates the flavor and good taste of natural
tobaccos. 100g tin. Discontinued. Tin is at least ten years old.

W.O. Larsen: Old Belt Ready Rubbed: A blend of mature orange Virginia tobaccos from the Old Belt in
Virginia and North Carolina. The blend is lighted pressed into tobacco cakes, which are stored for aging.
After cutting, the tobacco is rubbed out to facilitate easy filling of the pipe and an even burn. The
tobacco burns exceptionally well with a cool smoke and a well-balanced and supreme natural taste.
100g tin. Discontinued. Tin is at least ten years old.

